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Turn Sequence 
 

1. Initiative (3.1) 
Roll 1d10 and add Leadership.  Re-roll ties. 
Highest score acts first in each of the following 
phases. 
 

2. Movement (3.2) 
Most figures move 6 + their Speed in inches. 
In most cases figures can move an extra 3 inches if 
they Run. 
Figures in Heavy Armour lose their Speed bonus. 
Figures in Medium or Heavy Armour cannot Run. 
Any figure already engaged in a Fight cannot move 
other than to Disengage (3.2.4). 
A figure may move in any direction but not through an 
enemy figure; if it contacts an enemy figure it 
becomes engaged in a Fight with that figure. 
Movement is slowed by Difficult Terrain (reduction = 
type in inches). If aboard a ship it is also slowed by 
the Sea State (4.2). 
 

Type Examples 

1 Open woodland, fences, hedges, flimsy 
buildings, streams, snow drifts, ship rigging 

2 Dense woodland, solid wooden buildings, 
ditches, impromptu barricades, marsh 

3 Stone buildings, dense forest, rocky 
outcrops and boulders 

 

3.Shooting (3.3) 
Declare target, then check line of sight and range. 
 

Roll 1d10 + SV + Weapon + other modifiers 
 

 

Shooting Modifiers  Modifier 

Target moved over 3” / ran -2 / -3 

Shooter moved over 3” -4 

Volley fire: each extra shooter adds +1 

Target in Difficult Terrain type 1/2/3 -1/-2/-3 

Sea State 1/2/3 -1/-2/-3 

Target is currently Knocked Down +2 

 
 

When Shooting into a Fight, roll randomly to 
determine which figure in the Fight is actually 
targeted, then make the attack roll. Unless the figure 
has the Uncanny Accuracy Trait (7.0). 
Figures in a Fight can Shoot with one-handed range 
weapons - but only at figures with which they are 
Fighting. Unless the figure has the Close-quarters 
Shooting Trait (7.0). 
All Shooting weapons are assumed to have sufficient 
ammunition to last the game.  Note that this does not 
apply to special equipment such as fire arrows and 
holy water, or legendary throwing weapons. 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Fighting (3.4) 
Opponent must be in base to base contact. 
 

Roll 1d10 + FV + Weapon + other modifiers 
 

Fighting Modifiers  Modifier 

If you outnumber an opponent  +1 

Mobbing: each additional fighter +1 

Sea State -1/-2/-3 

Target is currently Knocked Down +2 

 
 

Any figure may make multiple attacks in the same 
Fighting phase by splitting its FV (3.4.2). 
 

Fumble 
If the d10 roll for an attack is a natural 1, the attacker 
automatically misses and this is a potential Fumble.  
Roll another 1d10.  If the result is a second natural 1, 
the weapon is unusable for the rest of the game 
(though this does not affect a figure’s ability to fight 
unarmed). 
 

Fate rolls (3.5) 
Each time a figure is hit immediately make a Fate roll. 
This roll is modified if attacker’s weapon has a Fate 
Modifier. 
 If the result is greater than Fate, figure is OK. 
 If it is equal to Fate, figure is Knocked Down. 
 If it is less than Fate, figure is out of the game. 

A natural, i.e. unmodified, roll of 1 is always a failure, 
a natural roll of 10 is always a success. 
 

Armour (5.1) 
 

Armour Type AR 

Ordinary clothes only 7 

Leather/padded jacket only 
Light helm only 

8 

Leather/padded jacket & light helm  
Mail byrnie only 
Full helm only 
Shield only 

9 

Leather/padded jacket & full helm 
Leather/padded jacket & shield 
Light helm & Shield 
Mail byrnie & light helm 
Mail hauberk only 

10 

Leather/padded, light helm & shield 
Mail byrnie & full helm 
Mail byrnie & shield 
Mail hauberk & light helm 
Full helm & shield 

11 

Leather/padded, full helm & shield 
Mail byrnie, light helm & shield 
Mail hauberk & full helm 
Mail hauberk & shield 

12 

Mail byrnie, full helm & shield 
Mail hauberk, light helm & shield 

13 

Mail hauberk, full helm & shield 14 
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Weapons (5.2) 
 

Fighting 
Attack 
Bonus 

Fate 
Mod 

Unarmed – unskilled +0 +1 

Unarmed – skilled +1 +0 

Improvised weapon +0 +1 

Improvised weapon, large +0 +0 

Club +1 +0 

Club, large +2 +0 

Quarterstaff +3 +0 

Dagger +1 -1 

Javelin +1 -1 

Axe, throwing +2 -1 

Sword, short +2 -1 

Axe, one-handed (can Sunder) +3 -1 

Spear +2 -2 

Sword, long +3 -1 

Axe, two-handed (can Sunder) +4 -2 

Lance (3”+ mounted move) +4 -2 
 

Shooting 
Attack 
Bonus 

 
Range 

Fate 
Mod 

Improvised weapon +0 3” +1 

Dagger  +1 6” -1 

Javelin +1 9” -1 

Axe, throwing +2 6” -1 

Sling +2 12” -1 

Bow, hunting +2 16” -1 

Spear +2 9” -2 

Crossbow* +2 20” -2 

Bow, war +2 20” -2 

* These take a full turn to reload. 
 

Equipment (5.3) 
 

Item Description 

Fire 
Arrow 

Coated in pitch, lit immediately before  
firing – requires a torch or other fire 
source.  Ineffective against figures. 

Holy 
Water 

One-handed weapon, used to make a 
Shooting attack as Improvised Thrown 
Weapon. Any figure with Wyrd Powers 
hit makes Fate roll or loses them. 

Torch Provides light in 6” radius, can set 
objects on fire, Shooting action to ignite, 
extinguished at will. 

 

Sunder attacks (3.4.5) 
Sundering weapons allow choice of a Sunder attack 
against an opponent’s shield instead of a normal 
attack.   
Combatants make opposed attack rolls; defender 
adds their shield AR bonus (usually +2) instead of a 
weapon bonus. If attacker’s roll is higher defender 
must make Fate roll with attacking weapon’s Fate 
Modifier applied or lose shield. 
Legendary shields (5.1.2) cannot be Sundered. 
 
 

Poison (5.2.3) 
Poison can be applied to all cutting Fighting weapons 
and to penetrating Shooting weapons.    
It imposes a -2 modifier on the Fate roll for any hit by 
the weapon, which is cumulative with any penalty 
imposed by the weapon itself. 
 

Fire attacks (5.2.5) 
Buildings, wagons, boats, haystacks, etc. may be set 
on fire by: 
 Torch. A successful Fighting attack against AR 

7 makes the object Dangerous Terrain rating 9 
(4.1.5).  Miss = fire failed to catch, Fumble = 
torch extinguished. 

 Fire Arrow. A successful Shooting attack 
against AR 7 makes object Dangerous Terrain 
rating 9. 

 Bolt of Fire. A successful attack against AR 7 
makes object Dangerous Terrain rating 8. 

 Storm of Fire; A successful attack against AR 7 
makes object Dangerous Terrain rating 7. 

Regardless of how the fire started, its Dangerous 
Terrain rating decreases by 1 at the end of each 
subsequent turn until the rating reaches 2. 
Any hit on a burning object by an ice attack will 
immediately extinguish the fire. Inclement weather 
may also reduce or extinguish fires. 
 

Heroics (for figures with the Hero Trait) 
A figure with one or more Hero Points can spend one 
to re-roll any dice roll it has just made.  The result of 
the second roll is applied, even if it is worse than the 
first.  
Each Hero can only spend one Hero Point per phase. 
Every time a Hero figure takes an enemy figure out of 
the game, it gains one Hero Point; there is no limit to 
the number of Hero Points it may accumulate. 
Any Hero taken out of the game may carry out one 
Last Heroic Act if it hasn’t already acted in the current 
phase.  This Act could be: 
 Attack.  Either a Shooting or Fighting attack, 

depending on the phase; Magical Powers may 
be used if normally usable in the current phase. 

 Other Action.  Perhaps throw that Legendary 
Sword to an ally, or in the river to stop the enemy 
getting their hands on it.  Again, Magical Powers 
appropriate to the phase may be used. 

 Death Speech.  A few last words, perhaps some 
appropriate poetry. 

 

Magical Powers (8.0) 
A figure attempting to use a Magical Power, whether 
a Christian Miracle (8.1) or a Wyrd Power (8.2), must 
make a Fate roll in order to cast it successfully. 
If the Fate roll for the casting is a natural 1, the caster 
automatically fails and this is a potential Fumble.  A 
second fate roll of 1 means it cannot then use that 
Power for the remainder of the game. 


